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UPCOMING EVENT – LOUISVILLE CONCOURS D’ ELEGANCE, OCT 7
President’s Message

Editor’s Message

I hope that you have had a great summer! Many long drives in the country in
your Mercedes-Benz and lots of enjoyment from the greatest cars ever made!

This has been a tough year for at least
two of your officers; Dana has had
some medical problems, and my summer has been shot - the first part of it by
a broken foot (how it got that way, I will
probably never know!), and the latter by
increasing time and attention demands
from work. In early September, I will
take the first time I’ve had all year off to work on my cars!

I made grand plans for the spring and summer. I was going to start contacting
you regarding what you want or need from your chapter. Unfortunately God
had other plans for me. On May 15th I suffered a heart attack (the widow maker
artery!) and had to have triple bypass surgery with intensive rehab. I am feeling
much better now and am looking forward to fall and our club activities.
On October 7th (Sunday) we have the Louisville Concours again at Churchill
Downs (details will be on the website and cards to be mailed out) and our holiday dinner will be at Erika’s German Restaurant on Hurstbourne Lane at 6:00
on Tuesday, December 18th. The club will be subsidizing the cost again so the
members cost will be $20. This includes salad, dinner (family style), dessert and
soft drink, tea or coffee. You will need to send a check to Larry and your check
will be your RSVP.
I heard a lot of comments about my article about the W140 S class in the last
newsletter. If you would like to contribute please send your articles to Steve and
he can get them in the next edition. He is always looking for content for the
newsletter and if you have any ideas or articles that would be great!
I want to take time to thank Larry Gettleman and Steve Loboyko for all the work
they did this summer while I was MIA! AS club officers go they are first rate and
we are very lucky to have them! The Louisville Bats game was VERY successful
and from what I understand everyone had a great time in spite of the heat!
Again, I’m glad to be back (heck after this summer I’m glad to be anywhere, even
at work!) and look forward to terrific fall! Hope to see you soon!
Tschuss!
Dana

Recent Event
Our last event was the Louisville Bats outing in July. Given the heat and fire
warnings (which subdued the fireworks display), we had a better than anticipated turnout. Not many of us can say who won the game, but the food and
friends kept us too busy to watch. Thanks to Larry for making this a welcome
and successful yearly event.
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It has been increasingly difficult, if not
impossible, to give the newsletter and
the club the attention that it deserves.
If a club member would like to relieve
me as the club secretary, please call
me or email 560mbsl@gmail.com.
Steve

Upcoming Event
The next club event will be the Louisville Concours d’ Elegance, Sunday,
Oct. 7, 2012, at Churchill Downs. We
attended this event last year and had
a great turnout. If Keeneland is too
“hot” for you, this will almost certainly be to your liking! The schedule for the full event is at www.kosair
childrens.com/louisvilleconcours.
The concourse itself opens to the public on Sunday at 11:00 am. We will
gather that morning at the parking lot
of Wagner’s Pharmacy, located at 3113
South 4th Street, Louisville at 9:30–
10:00 am. This event brings a lot of
interest in the club for us, so we hope
to see you there!
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Keeping Your W107 in Time
Steve Loboyko
Notorious problems of the W107, and Mercedes vehicles
generally of the 70’s to early 90’s, are the failure of the clock
and odometer. If your vehicle hasn’t had these items fail,
it certainly will. This article describes how the repair can
be done with only limited mechanical and electronic skills;
next months article will detail the replacment of the infamous odometer gears on 1981+ models. Obviously, you will
need some mechanical and electrical skills to do this, so
use these instructions as a guide and proceed at your own
risk according to your skills.
Symptoms
The symptom of a failing clock is generally that it occasionally stops, and can be restarted by setting it; eventually,
it stops permanently. Sometimes a failing car battery can
seem to “cause” the problem. These are the symptoms to
the problem whose repair is described here; other failures
involve the gears, so that time can’t be adjusted from the
instrument cluster; this is generally not repairable, but the
good news is that you CAN get compatible mechanisms
from more common later W116’s and all W126’s, and use
those in your car.

Figure 1

The clock mechanism itself is a very well made quartz-regulated unit, but its “Achilles heel” are two energy-storing
electrolytic capacitors that dry out over time. This type of
capacitor contains fluid, and in the hot environment of the
dashboard, they dry out and eventually no longer function. Not helping either is that they are obviously always
powered from the battery. The capacitors are also of older,
1970’s technology; modern replacments are made with better construction and materials. If you perform this repair, it
is unlikely that you will ever have to do it again!

Figure 2

1. Remove the right-hand instument pod from the cluster, which contains the clock and tachometer. You will
have to remove the rheostat for the dimmer first. Three
screws hold the pod in place. Lift it out. Do not put the
pod face-down at anytime, the needles are delicate.

You will need:
• two electrolytic capacitors (see text for value)
• soldering iron, solder (low wattage)

2. Carefully remove the hands from the clock. Unlike the
others, these simply lift off.

• Small nutdrivers, hand tools
• Solder remover or wick

3. Referring to Figure 1, remove the two screws (from the
back of the pod) holding the clock adjuster mechanism
and remove it temporarily.

• a towel to spread on your work table (never mistreat the
instruments or the cluster, and do not lose any parts)
• RTV sealant in a tube

4. Referring to Figure 2, note the “copper pad” on the back
of the cluster. This serves as the mounting point and
ground for the clock. You will have to remove the solder from it in order to remove the clock. So, using the
soldering iron and wick (or solder sucker, etc), remove
the solder entirely. If you have done this sufficiently, the
clock mechanism should not be loose between the face
of the cluster and the back of the pod.

Replacement
Obviously, you have to first remove the instrument cluster from the dashboard. I have written fairly good instructions (but too lengthy to print here) on how to do this at
www.juliepalooza.com/sl/merinstrux2.pdf. Here, you will
also find descriptions on cleaning and polishing the assembly. The remainder of this article assumes that you have the
instrument cluster removed from the car.
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5. Remove the three tiny straight blade screws holding the
face of the instrument cluster to the pod. Do NOT lose
them. Do not attempt to remove the tachometer needle
or the face of the cluster. Now, you should be able to
remove the clock mechanism without straining the
tachometer needle or face of the cluster.
6. Referring to Figure 3, note the capacitors on the clock.
You should be able to see a value on them, and possibly
a voltage. You can use replacements that meet the following criteria:
a. Must be at or higher a value in microfarads (µF).
Slightly more than original is OK.
b. Must be physically similar in size (and shape): note
that these are RADIAL capacitors, with the leads
coming out of one end of the capcitor body, not both.

Figure 3

c. Must be of a like or better temperature and voltage
rating.
d. Radio Shack has P/N 272-1028, but it’s in and out
of stock; if you find an electrolytic capacitor of 100270µF, greater than 16V, and physically similar in
size and radial, it will work.
e. Observe and note (write down) the polarity of the
installed capacitors; the old units are marked with
at + for one of the leads on the body of the capacitor and on the back of the circuit board (under the
rubber insulation, which you temporarily remove);
newer capacitors are generally marked with a “-”
instead of a “+”, and the “+” lead is noticeably longer
than the other lead.
f.

Figure 4

• replace the instrument face screws

Using a soldering iron and using the lowest setting/
heat possible, remove the old capacitors. Be careful,
because the PCB is an old style “phenolic” board, and
the traces can be easily lifted from this type of board.
Clean the debris/extra solder from the holes.

• solder the ground pin to the back of the cluster pod
• Install the hands (at 12:00 exactly)
• Install the pod into the instrument cluster
• Replace the dimmer rheostat

g. Replace the capacitors, observing polarity. If you
make a mistake here, the capacitors will be immediately destroyed and you will have to replace them
again (the clock itself will be OK); however, it’s best
not to make a mistake here.

Then, reinstall the cluster into the car as per the document
on the Internet. That document is fairly useful in and of
itself, because it details the many low-dollar, low-effort
things that you can do to your cluster to make it look “like
new”. On both of my W107’s, that may be the best looking
parts of them!

h. Replace the rubber insulation sheet at the bottom of
the board, possibly using a dab of RTV.
i.

If soldering is a challenge for you, I have a few pre-tested,
spare clock mechanisms with new capacitors gleaned from
my junkyard travels that I will make available to club members gratis if you will return your dead mechanism to me
for repair, so that it can be available for the next person!
Actually, I have many “little” spare parts from instrument
clusters, so ask me if you need something, I may have it
(to the best of my knowledge, MB does not sell much from
these assemblies as separate items anymore).

If the capacitors were a slightly different size (probably smaller) than original, it is a good idea to add a
dab of RTV to them, to prevent them from vibrating.

Reassembly
This is generally the opposite of the disassembly:
• replace the clock mechanism (don’t forget about the
insulation)
• install the adjustment gear mechanism (Ensuring that
the gears mesh and holds the clock mechanism in place)
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Section Officers
& Board of Directors
You can contact the Section Officers
by snail-mail, phone or e-mail:

PRESIDENT
Dana Ruthers
1133 Lantern Creek Court
Lexington, KY 40517
deutschebenz@hotmail.com
(859) 913-3440
PAST-PRESIDENT
Nat Williams
1123 Sherwood Drive
Radcliff, KY 40160-1154
Phone: (270) 352-5410
natw4889@msn.com
TREASURER
& MEMBERSHIP CHAIR
Larry Gettleman
1461 South Fourth Street
Louisville, KY 40208-2118
Phone: (502) 634-1461
gettleman@louisville.edu
EDITOR
Steve J. Loboyko
528 Lanarkshire Pl.
Lexington KY 40509
Phone: (859) 232-5173
560mbsl@gmail.com

The Trading Post: Cars, Parts, and Accessories
If you have a Mercedes-Benz or significant M-B part that you would like to buy,
sell, or trade, just submit your ad to the Editor, The Bluegrass Star. All ads must
follow the submission rules and the suggested format as found in the back of
The Star magazine. They will be listed at no charge to a section member; no commercial ads will be accepted without prior arrangement for payment. Your ad
will appear in the next issue of The Bluegrass Star.

For Sale
• Four wheels, 8x16in, with tires; fits the 2000 S500 Mercedes; $125each.
• Four door pull closer handles: fits the 2000 S500 Mercedes; $50 each.
• Grille, fits the 2000 S500 Mercedes; $225.
• W220 Tail lamp assembly,fits the 2000 S500 Mercedes; $125.
• Cup holder, center armrest (leather), fits the 2000 S500 Mercedes; $150.
• Four-piece air vent for dash of 2000 S500 Mercedes; $225. Nat Williams
(see Section Officers)
• Four 14” Bundt alloy wheels, nearly new, $25 each (price lowered).
• Half-shafts for rear suspension R107, W115, W123 & others, used, $100 each
(price lowered).
Contact Larry Gettleman for details.

Discounted Parts
If you wish to purchase Mercedes-Benz parts, the following dealerships and shops
have agreed to reduce by ten percent (10%) the total price of parts purchased
by a Mercedes-Benz Club member with a current MBCA membership card.
Restrictions apply; call for details.
TAFEL MOTORS

4156 Shelbyville Road
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 896-4411

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dick Barnett
Louisville, KY
Seth Burr (Photographer)
Vine Grove, KY

AUTOBAHN MOTORS
LLC
1403 Hugh Ave
Louisville, KY 40213
(502) 473-7858, See Don

JAMES MOTOR
COMPANY

2440 Richmond Road
Lexington, KY 40502-1301
(859) 268-1150

Web Site
Don’t forget to check theWeb site for late-breaking news:

www.mbca.org/bluegrass_stars

Dana Ruthers
Lexington, KY
Albert Henley
Radcliff, KY
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